RUG COLLECTION

“Our kathy ireland® Home by Nourison
collections are among the most beautiful rugs on
earth. Designers, decorators and style makers
celebrate Nourison as a purveyor of luxury.
Developing new products with these fashion
leaders, is the realization of a dream. Our
company has developed flooring for years...
Finally we have the very best.”

~ Kathy Ireland
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COLLECTION

DREAMS
ROYAL SERENY
SAFARI

COLLECTION

The Safari Dreams Collection from
kathy ireland® Home merges the
beautiful colors and abstracts of a chic
contemporary rug with the textures and
details of a distressed heirloom. Silky
textures from the rug’s tip-sheared pile
and intricate use of hues and brush stroke
effects give each rug the look of a unique
collector’s piece that infuses each room
with an easy sophistication and sleek,
modern flair.
2’3 x 8’ Runner · 3’9 x 5’9 · 5’3 x 7’5”
8’ x 11’ · 9’ x 12’
100% Rayon · Tip Sheared Loop Pile,
Hand Loomed
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Blue & Ivory/Grey
Sophisticated shades of grey play out over the soft field
of this Safari Dreams Collection rug from kathy ireland®
Home, creating a beautifully distressed artistic statement.
The sleek low pile and simulated brush strokes create
a modern accent that sets a contemporary tone in any
room in your home.

Ivory/Gold
Glistening gold highlights give added depth to this
Safari Dreams Collection rug from kathy ireland®
Home. A sleek low pile features marbled color
effects in grey and gold on a distressed ivory field to
create a modern accent that sets a contemporary
tone in any room in your home.

Our rug lives in the
Ivory Coast Style Guide ™
2’3 x 8’ Runner
3’9 x 5’9
5’3 x 7’5”
8’ x 11’
9’ x 12’

KI372 IVGRY
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KI371 IVGLD

SAFARI DREAMS

COLLECTION

KI372 BLUE

Our rug lives in the
Ivory Coast Style Guide ™

Blue/Brick & Teal
Cool abrash blues contrast with a vibrant field in this
Safari Dreams Collection rug from kathy ireland® Home,
creating an unmistakable statement of style. The sleek
low pile and simulated brush strokes create a modern
accent that sets a contemporary tone in any room in
your home.

Grey
Sophisticated shades of grey play out over an
abrash field of pale grey and ivory in this Safari
Dreams Collection rug from kathy ireland® Home,
creating a beautifully artistic statement. The sleek
low pile and simulated brush strokes create a
modern accent that sets a contemporary tone in
any room in your home.

Our rug lives in the
Ivory Coast Style Guide ™
2’3 x 8’ Runner
3’9 x 5’9
5’3 x 7’5”
8’ x 11’
9’ x 12’

KI374 TEAL
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KI373 GREY

SAFARI DREAMS

COLLECTION

KI374 BLBRK

Our rug lives in the
Ivory Coast Style Guide ™
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COLLECTION

SCREEN
ROYAL SERENY
SILVER
COLLECTION

This timeless transitional collection
features elegant designs infused with rich,
saturated color to bring a laid-back luxury
to any interior. Flawlessly fabricated for
splendid tone and texture, and delicately
distressed to evoke a beautiful vintage
vibe, our kathy ireland® Home Silver
Screen area rugs are certain to capture
attention. Rugs are available in an array
of compelling color palettes to suit
any aesthetic.

2'2" x 3'9" · 2'2" x 7'6" Runner · 4' x 6'
5'3" x 7'3" · 6'7" x 9'6" · 8' x 10'
9' x 12' · 9'10" x 13'2"
100% Polyester · Loom Woven
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Grey/Slate & Mocha Slate

Ivory/Teal & Latte

There’s nothing like a charming floral design to add
welcoming warmth to any interior. Expertly woven
with signature attention to detail, this kathy ireland®
Home Silver Screen area rug makes a standout
statement of style and comfort.

With its thrilling tone and texture, this tribal floral
design imbues any room in your home with the aura
of far-away lands and cultures. Fascinating and
fashionable, our kathy ireland® Home Silver Screen
area rug will infuse your interior with splendor
and excitement.

KI343 LATTE

Our rug lives in the
Americana Style Guide ™

KI343 IVTEA
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2'2" x 3'9"
2'2" x 7'6" Runner
4' x 6'
5'3" x 7'3"
6'7" x 9'6"
8' x 10'
9' x 12'
9'10" x 13'2"

KI341 MOSLT

SILVER SCREEN

COLLECTION

KI341 GRSLT

Our rug lives in the
Americana Style Guide ™
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Ivory/Grey & Ivory/Mocha
This intricate Old World design is destined to dazzle
in any room in your home with an exotic antique look
and feel. Exuding a remarkably relaxed refinement,
this kathy ireland® Home Silver Screen area rug is
enduring in its appeal.

Grey
A intricate geometric and botanical design is certain
to elevate the elegance quotient of any room in
your home. With its extravagant look and feel, this
kathy ireland® Home Silver Screen area rug is warm,
inviting and unquestionably exciting.

2'2" x 3'9"
2'2" x 7'6" Runner
4' x 6'
5'3" x 7'3"
6'7" x 9'6"
8' x 10'
9' x 12'
9'10" x 13'2"

Our rug lives in the
Americana Style Guide ™

KI344 IVGRY
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KI342 GREY

SILVER SCREEN

COLLECTION

KI344 IVMOC

Our rug lives in the
Americana Style Guide ™
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COLLECTION

ROYAL SERENY
HERITAGE
COLLECTION

In the kathy ireland® Home Heritage rug
collection, Kathy's personal flair for
home decor finds beautiful expression.
The rugs' abstract industrial feel creates
an urban energy, inspired by scenes from
the streets of New York City and India.
An amazingly contemporary rug design,
combined with soft, luxurious texture for
a unique interior design statement.

2'2" x 7'6" Runner · 3'11" x 5'11" · 5'2" x 7'3"
8' x 10'5" · 9'3" x 12'9"
60% Polypropylene, 40% Polyester
Powerloomed

16
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KI354 BEIGE

Beige
Warm, earth-toned beige is accented with charcoal
and grey for a soft, abstract effect in this kathy ireland®
Home Heritage Collection area rug. It's an ideal
contemporary touch that adds visual intrigue to
any room.
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KI351 GREY

Beige Blue

Grey

Deep shades of blue and charcoal grey contrast with
elegant cream and white accents for an eye-catching
abstract effect in this kathy ireland® Home Heritage
Collection area rug. The silky high-low pile design
provides an ideal contemporary touch for visual
intrigue in any room.

A stunning interplay of tones, shading, and texture
make this kathy ireland® Home Heritage Collection
rug truly unique. Earth and stone hues invoke images
of urban life and the marks of time from which it
draws its character and spirit. A contemporary
statement piece sure to complement any room in
your home.

Our rug lives in the
Architectural Style Guide ™

Our rug lives in the
Architectural Style Guide ™
2'2" x 7'6" Runner
3'11" x 5'11"
5'2" x 7'3"
8' x 10'5"
9'3" x 12'9"

KI355 BGEBL

HERITAGE

COLLECTION

Our rug lives in the
Architectural Style Guide ™
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KI352 GREY

Grey
Fascinating patterns emerge from the abstract
pavement design in this kathy ireland® Home Heritage
Collection area rug. The intricate patterns evoke
images of stepping onto the worn pavement and
exploring the vibrant urban scenes.
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KI353 CHARC

Beige Blue

Charcoal

Deep shades of blue are broken with abstract cream
and grey patterns for an eye-catching abstract effect
in this kathy ireland® Home Heritage Collection area
rug. The silky high-low pile design invokes the feel
of a weathered urban environment for a distinctive
urban feel in any room.

In this unique kathy ireland® Home Heritage
Collection rug, abstract shapes and patches of warm
earth tones combined with gradations in color create
the image of an urban structure, with all its character
revealed in every line. The predominantly charcoal
palette is a versatile neutral for the home decorator,
and provides a striking modern industrial note to
any room.

2'2" x 7'6" Runner
3'11" x 5'11"
5'2" x 7'3"
8' x 10'5"
9'3" x 12'9"

Our rug lives in the
Architectural Style Guide ™

Our rug lives in the
Architectural Style Guide ™
KI356 BGEBL

HERITAGE

COLLECTION

Our rugs lives in the
Architectural Style Guide ™
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COLLECTION

BROOK
ROYAL SERENY
RIVER

COLLECTION

With its fabulously-textured, looped cut
pile and sumptuous wool fabrication, this
hand-tufted kathy ireland® Home River
Brook collection of area rugs boasts a
look and feel that are nothing short of
spectacular. Strikingly bordered and
presented in an array of arresting neutral
color palettes, this easy-to-care-for and
beautifully enduring assortment is tailor
made for any interior that demands
discriminating detail.
3’9” x 5’9” · 5’3” x 7’5” · 7’9” x 9’9”
100% Cut & Loop Wool Pile · Hand Tufted
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KI809 GREY/IVORY
KI809 IVORY/GREY

Our rug lives in the
Americana Style Guide ™
3’9” x 5’9”
5’3” x 7’5”
7’9” x 9’9”

KI809 LIGHT BLUE/IVORY

Expertly fabricated to feel as fantastic as it looks
this temptingly-textured area rug in alluring shades
of neutral tones is cozy, comfortable and seriously
chic in its understated simplicity. Hand tufted from
luxurious wool loop pile with a stunning cut pile
solid border, this classic design is certain to deliver
sensational style to any décor.

KI809 TAUPE/IVORY

KI809 GREY IVORYI

RIVER BROOK

COLLECTION
24

Grey/Ivory, Ivory/Grey, Light Blue/Ivory,
Taupe/Ivory
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COLLECTION

SKIES
ROYAL SERENY
DESERT
COLLECTION

Highly refined and infinitely elegant, this
thrilling collection features an alluring
array of antique-inspired designs and
incandescent color palettes to impart
an air of sumptuous sophistication to
any interior. Expertly hand loomed
from supremely shiny and silky yarns
and created with a beautiful tip-sheared
loop pile, each resplendent area rug is
outstanding in its look and feel.

2’3 x 8’ Runner · 3’9 x 5’9 · 5’3 x 7’5”
8’ x 11’ · 9’ x 12’
100% Rayon · Tip Sheared Loop Pile,
Hand Loomed
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Silver Green & Flint

Flint

A flirtatious bloom and blossom design is as pretty
as it is playful when displayed in soft shades.
Meticulously hand loomed from an exceptionally
gleaming fabrication, this scene-stealing area rug is
certain to turn heads and inspire conversation.

In luminous tones of flint, white and ivory this
grand and glorious geometric and botanical design
rendered in the traditional style truly comes alive.
Superbly textured and hand loomed from gorgeously
gleaming yarns for a dramatic depth and dimension,
this entrancing area rug enchants from every angle.

DSK01 FLINT

Our rug lives in the
Ivory Coast Style Guide ™

A Damask design is both graceful and gracious, but
when displayed in profound hues of blue, white and
ivory, it becomes deeply dreamy. This marvelous
hand-loomed area rug is infused with a breath-taking
sheen for a magnificent depth and dimension.

Our rug lives in the
Ivory Coast Style Guide ™

2’3 x 8’ Runner
3’9 x 5’9
5’3 x 7’5”
8’ x 11’
9’ x 12’

DSK04 BL
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Blue

DSK02 FLINT

DESERT SKIES

COLLECTION

DSK02 SILGN

Our rug lives in the
Ivory Coast Style Guide ™

Spa & Grey

Beige

This classic floral and diamond design gets a
contemporary kick thanks to glamorously gradated
tones. Hand loomed from splendidly shining threads,
this versatile, terrifically-textured area rug is enticingly
at home in both traditional and modern settings.

Beaming tones of terra cotta, beige, ivory and white
light up a brilliantly-bordered old world design of
leaves, blossoms and vines for an effect that is utterly
enthralling. Finely hand-loomed from lovely lightreflecting yarns, this captivating kathy ireland®Home
Desert Skies area rug elevates the elegance quotient
of any area to the “nth” degree.

DSK05 BGE

Our rug lives in the
Ivory Coast Style Guide ™

In glorious tones of teal, caramel, beige and bone,
this delicate intertwining leaf and vine design is
striking in its sophistication. Hand loomed for a
luxuriously lush texture and suffused with an eyecatching iridescence, this mesmerizing area rug
dazzles with its depth and dimension.

Our rug lives in the
Ivory Coast Style Guide ™

2’3 x 8’ Runner
3’9 x 5’9
5’3 x 7’5”
8’ x 11’
9’ x 12’

DSK06 TL
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Teal

DSK03 GREY

DESERT SKIES

COLLECTION

DSK03 SPA

Our rug lives in the
Ivory Coast Style Guide ™

COLLECTION

ROYAL SERENY
MALTA
COLLECTION

This magical and majestic collection
features exotic old world patterns
displayed in alluring ornamental color
palettes to lend an intriguing air of
mystery and exciting aspect of history
to any interior. Flawlessly fabricated
from specially created super silky and
simple-to-care-for fibers and then
beautifully washed to create the look and
feel of a time-honored antique, these
magnificent rugs will stir the senses and
spark the imagination.

2'2" x 7'7" Runner · 3'11" x 5'7" · 5'3" x 7'7"
7'10" x 10'10" · 9' x 12'
90% Polypropylene, 10% Chenille
Powerloomed
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Navy & Ivory Blue

Slate

A traditional bordered delicate leaf and vine design
becomes downright dazzling when lovingly washed
for an enthralling effect of timelessness and
presented in glorious shades.

Subtle shades of slate, white, sky, bone and crimson
conspire together to lend an air of extraordinary
enchantment to a traditional elaborately bordered
bloom, blossom and leaf design that is gently washed
to craft the terrific tone and texture of a centurieshonored antique.

MAI03 SLATE

With its striking central motif and spectacular
geometric botanical designs in gilded shades of
beige, gold, blue and ivory, this magnificent rug
is completely captivating. Marvelously washed to
simulate the look and feel of a priceless antique.

Our rug lives in the
Ivory Coast Style Guide ™

2'2" x 7'7"Runner
3'11" x 5'7"
5'3" x 7'7"
7'10" x 10'10"
9' x 12'

MAI02 BGEBL
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Our rug lives in the
Ivory Coast Style Guide ™

Beige Blue

MAI01 IVBLU

MALTA

COLLECTION

MAI01 NAVY

Our rug lives in the
Ivory Coast Style Guide ™

Ivory Blue & Taupe

Ivory Blue & Taupe

Warm and welcoming this wonderful rug is carefully
washed for a beautiful vintage effect, super soft
texture and superb tone. Featuring a traditional
gorgeous geometric design in splendid shades.

Luminous shades light up an old world beautifully
bordered design of leaves, blossoms and palmettes
for an effect that is utterly inspired. Expertly
fabricated from especially soft and radiant fibers for a
sensational look and feel.

MAI05 IVBLU

Our rug lives in the
Ivory Coast Style Guide ™

MAI05 TAUPE
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2'2" x 7'7" Runner
3'11" x 5'7"
5'3" x 7'7"
7'10" x 10'10"
9' x 12'

MAI04 TAUPE

MALTA

COLLECTION

MAI04 IVBLU

Our rug lives in the
Ivory Coast Style Guide ™

COLLECTION

SHAG
ROYAL SERENY
YUMMY
COLLECTION

We couldn’t resist naming this cozy
and contemporary collection from
kathy ireland® Home by Nourison after
its delicious tone and texture. Lush
and lavish, each sumptuous shag rug is
fabricated for exceptionally long wear
and easy maintenance with a positively
posh and plush look and feel. Available in
an enticing array of gorgeous neutral
shades to impart an inviting intimacy to
any interior.
3'11" x 5'11" · 5'3" x 7'3" · 7'10" x 9'10"
100% Polypropylene · Loom Woven
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Silver & White
We couldn’t resist naming this cozy and
contemporary collection from kathy ireland® Home
by Nourison after its delicious tone and texture. Lush
and lavish, each sumptuous shag rug is fabricated for
exceptionally long wear and easy maintenance with
a positively posh and plush look and feel. Available
in an enticing array of gorgeous neutral shades to
impart an inviting intimacy to any interior.

Bone
We couldn’t resist naming this cozy and
contemporary collection from kathy ireland® Home
by Nourison after its delicious tone and texture. Lush
and lavish, each sumptuous shag rug is fabricated for
exceptionally long wear and easy maintenance with
a positively posh and plush look and feel. Available
in an enticing array of gorgeous neutral shades to
impart an inviting intimacy to any interior.

Our rug lives in the
Americana Style Guide ™
3'11" x 5'11"
5'3" x 7'3"
7'10" x 9'10"

YUM01 WHITE
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YUM01 BONE

YUMMY SHAG

COLLECTION

YUM01 SIL

Our rug lives in the
Americana Style Guide ™
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COLLECTION

ANTIQUITIES
COLLECTION

ROYAL SERENY

Enhance your home with the magnificent
Antiquities Collection exclusively from
kathy ireland® Home by Nourison. These
superb rugs capture the beauty of
classical Persian design, updated with
a stylish and fresh, classic color palette.
Their delightful intricacies of floral and
geometric pattern bring refinement into
the room and work beautifully with many
types of décor. Whether you are looking
for a dramatic statement piece or an
elegantly subtle design, you’ll find the
perfect choice in this timeless collection.
These wonderfully appealing rugs have a
marvelous silken feel with dense, luxurious
texture. Their fine workmanship is your
assurance of exceptional comfort and
quality at home.

2'2" x 7'6" Runner · 3'9" Round · 3'9" x 5'9"
5'3" Round. · 5'3" x 7'4" · 7'10" Round
7'10" x 10'10" · 9'10" x 13'2"
100% Polypropylene · Powerloom Woven
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Ivory & Espresso
Ancient artistry and refinement are captured in
this exceptionally delicate design. Concentric
floral borders frame the lustrous center field of
gracefully twining vines and buds. The color
story is a stunning interplay of tones.
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ANT03 CREAM

Cream
Ancient artistry and refinement are captured in this
exceptionally delicate design. Concentric floral
borders frame the lustrous center field of gracefully
twining vines and buds. The color story is a stunning
interplay of tones.

2'2" x 7'6" Runner
3'9" Round
3'9" x 5'9"
5'3" Round
5'3" x 7'4"
7'10" Round
7'10" x 10'10"
9'10" x 13'2"

Our rug lives in the
European Country Style Guide ™

ANT03 IV

ANTIQUITIES

COLLECTION

ANT03 ESPRE

Our rug lives in the
European Country Style Guide ™
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Pristine hues create a field of silken softness;
a perfect background for the charming display
of ancient floral motifs. Framed by an elegant
border, this special rug feels as silky as it looks.

Creamy shades form the luscious background
for a charming display of ancient Persian floral
motifs. Beautifully bordered in a contrasting
tones, this special rug feels as soft and silky
as it looks.

Our rug lives in the
European Country Style Guide ™
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ANT04 SAGE

2'2" x 7'6" Runner
3'9" Round
3'9" x 5'9"
5'3" Round
5'3" x 7'4"
7'10" Round
7'10" x 10'10"
9'10" x 13'2"

ANT04 IVORY

ANTIQUITIES

COLLECTION

ANT04 SLTBL

Our rug lives in the
European Country Style Guide ™

ANT04 CREAM

Sage & Cream
ANT04 CREAM

Slale Blue & Ivory
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Our rug lives in the
European Country Style Guide ™

Stately symmetry is attained by this
harmonious design, enclosing intricate floral
motifs within a geometric pattern. Inspired by
classical Persian mosaics, its silken sheen hints
at antiquity, while its soft multi-color palette
lends a fresh note of modern style.

Our rug lives in the
European Country Style Guide ™

ANT02 MTC

The gleaming appeal of rich and antique hues
are magnificently expressed in this spectacular
rug. Framed by fan-like palms, the center
medallion delights the eye with rich layers of
detail. This showpiece brings energy and light
into the room.

Multi

COLLECTION

ANT05 BUR

Burgundy & Ivory

48

Our rug lives in the
European Country Style Guide ™

ANT01 GARNE

2'2" x 7'6" Runner
3'9" Round
3'9" x 5'9"
5'3" Round
5'3" x 7'4"
7'10" Round
7'10" x 10'10"
9'10" x 13'2"

A garden of floral delights dances across the silkysoft expanse of this sumptuous rug. Stylized flower
heads and delicate tendrils glisten. it’s a classy and
stylish statement.

ANT05 IVORY

ANTIQUITIES

Garnet
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Slate Blue

Ivory

Enjoy the assurance of a strong geometric
design, with this aristocratic rug. The ornate
shapes of ancient Ottoman tile-work form the
center medallion and bring symmetry to the
exotic flora. Simply gorgeous, in soft slate blue
with ivory, rose, and sage.

An exuberance of blossoms is barely contained
within the lush garnet border of this delightful
design. As appealing as a basket of just-picked
flowers, with an ivory ground that’s soft and fresh
as a morning breeze.

Our rug lives in the
European Country Style Guide ™

ANT07 IV
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2'2" x 7'6" Runner
3'9" Round
3'9" x 5'9"
5'3" Round
5'3" x 7'4"
7'10" Round
7'10" x 10'10"
9'10" x 13'2"

ANT06 STLBL

ANTIQUITIES

COLLECTION

Our rug lives in the
European Country Style Guide ™
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Ivory & Burgundy
Magnificent in its abundance of detail and soft
harmony of color, this intricately patterned
Antiquities area rug is one of the highlights of the
kathy ireland® Home collection. Rows of floral
medallions flow serenely within classic cartouche
shapes defined by intertwining vines. Lush and
lustrous in antiqued shades.

Beige
This superb kathy ireland® Antiquities area rug is
imbued with regal serenity in both color and design.
A magnificent central starburst medallion features
layers of glorious floral motifs, framed by cornices
and a broad, beautiful border. Patinated tones of
beige, wine and sage complete the stately effect of
this luxurious rug.
2'2" x 7'6" Runner
3'9" Round
3'9" x 5'9"
5'3" Round
5'3" x 7'4"
7'10" Round
7'10" x 10'10"
9'10" x 13'2"

Our rug lives in the
European Country Style Guide ™

ANT08 IVORY
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ANT09 BEIGE

ANTIQUITIES

COLLECTION

ANT08 BUR

Our rug lives in the
European Country Style Guide ™
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Silver & Ivory
With its lush and plush texture, daring diamond
design and dramatic color palette of neurtal shades,
this sensational shag rug is certain to take center
stage. Featuring a beautifully-enduring and
easy-to-care for silky microfiber construction this
fabulous floor covering will transform the everyday
into the exciting.

COLLECTION

COLLECTION

ROYAL SERENY
INGÉNUE

KIH33 IVORY

Our rug lives in the
Americana Style Guide ™

Boasting tantalizing textures and simply
chic designs this luscious collection of shag
area rugs is as enthralling to the eye as it is
fantastic underfoot. Available in an array
of stunning neutral color palettes and
created with sturdy yet lavish microfiber
fabrications, these easily elegant rugs take
luxury to a thrilling new level.

92% Polypropylene, 8% PET Microfiber Shag
Powerloomed
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KIH33 SILVR

5'3" x 7'3" · 7'10" x 9'10"

White & Light Grey
In a luminous shade of neutral tones, this trendsetting and temptingly-textured rug is certain to
steal the spotlight. Densely hand tufted with carved
accents for a luscious look and feel that take luxury
to a new level.

KIT01 LTGRY

COLLECTION

ROYAL SERENY
LIGHT

COLLECTION

& AIRY

Our rug lives in the
Architectural Style Guide ™

Our kathy ireland® Home Light & Airy
collection of shag area rugs are expertly
hand tufted with beautifully carved details
to infuse any interior with an inviting sense
of intimacy and fashion forward flair.
Presented in an alluring array of neutral
color palettes and created for marvelously
long wear and easy care, these ultra-lush
and plush rugs are beautifully at home in
casual and contemporary settings.

70% Polyester, 30% Luxcelle
Hand Tufted
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KIT01 WHITE

5' x 7' · 7'6" x 9'6"
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